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Flatten the curve. Part of the vernacular during the COVID-19 pandemic, this phrase encapsulates slowing the spread of COVID-19 through preventative measures, such as stay-at-home orders, social distancing, and face masks. Flatten the curve is necessary to prevent the overwhelming of medical staff, facilities,

* J. Reuben Clark Law School, J.D. Candidate 2021. Brigham Young University, B.A. 2017. I would like to thank Professor Lisa Grow Sun for her invaluable feedback during the drafting. I want to also thank the team of BYU Law Review editors who helped shape this Note. Because this paper discusses the COVID-19 pandemic while it is ongoing, I want to make clear that I finalized this Note on October 26, 2020. Any COVID-19 triage developments that happened after that date will not be accounted for in this Note.

and resources. If COVID-19 overwhelms emergency departments, medical professionals will have to make difficult triage decisions about whom to admit, whom to treat, and whom to surrender; and more people will die.

In early March 2020, reports out of Lombardy, Italy, said that because hospitals were so overwhelmed there, doctors were already at the point of deciding to forego treating older patients in favor of treating younger patients more likely to survive. Some Italian officials and doctors disputed such reports, but the Italian College of Anesthesia, Analgesia, Resuscitation and Intensive Care (SIAARTI) quickly issued triage guidelines to prioritize treatment of younger patients for hospitals at capacity. Italy became a “grim glimpse of what awaits countries if they cannot slow the spread,”


3. Jason Horowitz, Italy’s Health Care System Groans Under Coronavirus – A Warning to the World, N.Y. Times (Mar. 17, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/12/world/europe/12italy-coronavirus-health-care.html. Limited testing capacity forced choices about whom to test. See Roni Caryn Rabin & Katie Thomas, Coronavirus Testing Offered with Just a Doctor’s Approval, C.D.C. Says, N.Y. Times (Mar. 5, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/04/health/coronavirus-test-demand.html (“Under the new criteria, patients who have fevers, coughs or difficulty breathing qualify for diagnostic testing, depending on their doctor’s judgment. But with flu season in full swing, tens of millions of Americans already have respiratory symptoms, and doctors have no quick way to discern who should be tested.”); Abby Goodnough & Sheila Kaplan, C.D.C.’s Dr. Robert Redfield Confronts Coronavirus, and Anger, N.Y. Times (Mar. 14, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/13/health/robert-redfield-cdc-coronavirus.html (“T]he C.D.C. initially set very narrow criteria for deciding who should be tested for the virus—only those who had a fever and breathing issues and had traveled from the outbreak’s origin in Wuhan, China—which most likely impeded early efforts to contain it. Many jurisdictions are still using restrictive criteria, largely because they are so low on test kits.”).


5. Horowitz, supra note 3; Winfield, supra note 4.

showing that “even hospitals in developed countries with the world’s best health care risk becoming triage wards, forcing ordinary doctors and nurses to make extraordinary decisions about who may live and who may die.”

Triage is the process of assigning patients a priority level for treatment. Ordinarily, hospitals and healthcare professionals triage patients to prioritize treating those with more serious injuries or illnesses. However, when disasters overwhelm hospitals and healthcare resources, emergency circumstances pressure hospitals to adopt a more “utilitarian” triage system, prioritizing those who are most likely to survive and abandoning those who are less likely to survive. Other factors may also affect the prioritization—such as the patient’s age and quality of life, and the decisionmakers’ prejudices and biases.

A legal framework is necessary in order to outline when, if ever, utilitarian triage decisions may be made and how. Currently, few states have laws addressing disaster triage, leaving healthcare workers and patients in limbo about what will happen should resources be overwhelmed and what remedies are available if healthcare workers deny or suspend a patient’s critical care during an emergency. I argue that, in cases where utilitarian triage is necessary, medical professionals and hospitals must have legal immunity insofar as they triage their patients according to protocols formally adopted by state legislators and that such protocols should omit all factors other than the patients’ present medical statuses.

Part I of this Note explains standard triage and utilitarian triage—their origins and justifications. Part II then examines how utilitarian triage has been and could be implemented during disasters. Part III recommends that states adopt laws regulating the triage process, including immunity for medical professionals from lawsuits regarding their triage decisions.

9. Id. at 278 (“ED [emergency department] triage systems are typically designed to identify the most urgent (or potentially most serious) cases to ensure that they receive priority treatment, followed by the less urgent cases on a first-come, first-served basis.”).
10. See, e.g., supra note 6 and accompanying text.
I. THE TWO STRATEGIES OF TRIAGE

There are two primary options for triage: prioritize treatment of the patients at the greatest health risk or prioritize treatment of the patients at the lowest health risk.11 This Note focuses on the pressure in disasters to switch from triage prioritizing those with the most severe illnesses or injuries to prioritizing those with less severe conditions. To begin, it is first helpful to understand the origins of triage and the underlying justifications for utilitarian triage.

A. History of Triage

The concept of “triage” is often traced back to Napoleon Bonaparte’s French Army.12 The chief surgeon of Napoleon’s Imperial Guard, Dominque Jean Larrey, created a system “to treat and evacuate those requiring the most urgent medical attention.”13 He wrote later about his triage theory:

Those who are dangerously wounded should receive the first attention, without regard to rank or distinction. They who are injured in a less degree may wait until their brethren in arms, who are badly mutilated, have been operated on and dressed, otherwise the latter would not survive many hours; rarely until, the succeeding day.14

In the mid-1800s, John Wilson, a British naval surgeon, argued that efficiency required that “surgeons . . . focus on those patients who need immediate treatment and for whom treatment is likely to

11. This is of course a simplified reduction of complex systems, algorithms, and choices that make up triage. In other contexts, triage does not refer to prioritization at all but rather to labeling patients based on severity. Sec, e.g., Triage and the Art of Mass Casualty Sorting, UNIV. OF MD, SCH. OF MED.: DEP’T OF EMERGENCY MED., https://em.umaryland.edu/page/ems/triage (last visited Sept. 26, 2020) (explaining that the SALT (Sort-Assess-Lifesaving Interventions-Treatment and/or Transport) system, commonly used by emergency departments in the United States, is a “non-proprietary triage system [developed] in 2008 to allow national standardization of initial triage in all-hazards mass casualty incidents.”).
be successful.” Those with less severe conditions and those whose conditions were so severe that they were likely unsavable had to wait.

During the military conflicts of the 19th and 20th centuries, triage systems continued to develop on the battlefield. World War I introduced a new triage theory—one more utilitarian than Larrey’s or Wilson’s. Dr. William W. Keen, a major in the U.S. Army Medical Reserves Corps, was commissioned to write a report about how the war was different with respect to military casualties. He observed that this war was different in part because of the size of the armies (more soldiers means more wounded), the newly developed weapons, and the “rampant infection of wounds.” These factors “cause[d] sudden flooding of the hospitals.” He explained that “a hospital with 300 or 400 beds may suddenly be overwhelmed by 1000 or more cases.” This gap pressured a switch from Larrey’s triage (prioritize the most critical) and Wilson’s triage (prioritize the most critical so long as they are savable) to a utilitarian triage system. Keen wrote:

> It is often ... physically impossible to give speedy and thorough treatment to all. A single case, even if it urgently requires attention, — if this will absorb a long time, — may have to wait, for in that same time a dozen others, almost equally exigent, but requiring less time, might be cared for. The greatest good of the greatest number must be the rule.

In World War II, medical professionals used triage systems similar to Wilson’s and Keen’s in different contexts. For instance, nurses commonly divided patients into the following categories: “(a) those with wounds so minor they do not need immediate attention; (b) those who are critical and can receive significant benefit from immediate attention; and (c) those beyond hope, for

---

15. Iserson & Moskop, Part I, supra note 8, at 277.
16. Id.
17. Robertson-Steel, supra note 12.
20. Id. at 12.
21. Id. at 13.
22. Id.
23. Id. (emphasis added).
whom resources should not be wasted.”24 This method was akin to Wilson’s. However, in 1943, military physicians used limited penicillin doses “to treat and return to duty soldiers with gonorrhea rather than soldiers with infected war wounds.”25 This method was more akin to Keen’s utilitarian approach.

As triage systems developed during the 19th and 20th century wars, they also began appearing in Western civilian emergency departments.26 These systems were adapted from those in military contexts, bringing over their methods and justifications.27

B. Ethics of Utilitarian Triage

Utilitarian triage ethics seem, at least on their face, quite simple: maximize the number of lives saved by foregoing one patient who will need more resources or is less likely to survive and treating instead the patient or patients who need fewer resources or are more likely to survive. A triage officer under this model would categorize patients as (1) “immediate,” (2) “delayed,” (3) “minimal,” or (4) “expectant,” or in some other similar fashion.28 Under most circumstances, treatment would go first to the “immediate” patients—those who face an urgent threat but who have a reasonable chance of recovery.29 However, “minimal” patients may be prioritized if after their treatment they would be able to help address the threat at hand.30 For instance, prioritizing treatment of an injured healthcare professional triaged as “minimal” may be beneficial because, following treatment, the healthcare professional could help others.31 Of all the utilitarian


25. Iserson & Moskop, Part I, supra note 8, at 277 (footnote omitted).

26. Robertson-Steel, supra note 12. The history of triage outside the modern Western civilization is less known. Iserson & Moskop, Part I, supra note 8, at 278.

27. Iserson & Moskop, Part I, supra note 8.


29. Id.

30. Id. (using a military scenario to demonstrate this).

31. John C. Moskop & Kenneth V. Iserson, Triage in Medicine, Part II: Underlying Values and Principles, 49 ANNALS EMERGENCY MED. 282, 284 (2007) [hereinafter Moskop & Iserson,
triage categories, “expectant” is the most dreaded. The “expectant” category includes those patients whose care would take resources and time away from a greater number of patients.\textsuperscript{32} “These patients have minimal chances for any meaningful survival without heroic efforts, and sometimes despite heroic efforts.”\textsuperscript{33} When there are enough resources, this “expectant” category is not used.\textsuperscript{34} Instead, all resources and “heroic measures” are deployed to help the patient.\textsuperscript{35}

Professor Steve Calandrillo has argued that utilitarianism through cost-benefit analysis should be applied in health policies more broadly.\textsuperscript{36} Not writing about triage specifically, he opined that “given the reality of limited public resources, America must efficiently reformulate its . . . health regulatory policies in order to save and improve the most lives possible given the accompanying costs.”\textsuperscript{37} He believes that “fear of the repercussions experienced by those who voice such opinions”\textsuperscript{38} prevents us from achieving “our ultimate goal[—]the betterment of society and the maximization of scarce resources.”\textsuperscript{39}

Professor Cass R. Sunstein has argued that when allocating scarce resources, we ought to preserve “decency-livable life-years” rather than lives alone.\textsuperscript{40} In the military context, this approach is less relevant since the range of ages is much smaller than in the civilian context, so it is unsurprising that Keen’s utilitarian approach did not account for age even though prioritizing number of “decency-livable life-years” is arguably more utilitarian than prioritizing number of lives.

\textit{Part II} (“[I]t has been proposed that, during pandemics or weapons of mass destruction events, emergency health care and public service workers receive priority for treatment, since they will, when they have recovered sufficiently, act as ‘multipliers’ of beneficial effects for future patients.” (footnote omitted)).

\textsuperscript{32} Id.

\textsuperscript{33} Id., supra note 28.

\textsuperscript{34} Kennedy et al., supra note 12, at 140.

\textsuperscript{35} Id.


\textsuperscript{37} Id.

\textsuperscript{38} Id.

\textsuperscript{39} Id. at 969.

Under a life-years utilitarian triage model, it would make sense to prioritize a COVID-19 patient who was 55 years old over one who was 85 years old. Reports suggest physicians in Lombardy, Italy, used this practice.\textsuperscript{41} The SIAARTI guidelines explain that emergency departments may need to use age limits, arguing that the most people benefit when patients with the highest chance of living and with the most life years left are prioritized.\textsuperscript{42}

And yet these utilitarian principles do not apply under ordinary circumstances when there are enough resources\textsuperscript{43} nor did they apply when triage originated on the battlefield.\textsuperscript{44} Why then should they ever apply?\textsuperscript{45}

In his oft-cited article, \textit{Should the Numbers Count?}, philosopher John Taurek argued that it is no better to sacrifice one life to save five others than to save the single life and sacrifice the five others.\textsuperscript{46} If this were about saving equally valuable objects, he would agree that saving five is better than saving one, but he argues saving objects is not analogous to saving humans:

But when I am moved to rescue human beings from harm in situations of the kind described, I cannot bring myself to think of them in just this way. I empathize with them. . . .

. . . For each of these six persons it is no doubt a terrible thing to die. Each faces the loss of something among the things he values most. His loss means something to me only, or chiefly, because of what it means to him. It is the loss to the individual that matters to me, not the loss of the individual.\textsuperscript{47}

In discussing the morality of utilitarian triage models, Dr. Nora K. Bell agreed with Taurek that it is not necessarily moral to "save the greater number of lives."\textsuperscript{48} However, she argues that

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{41} Mounk, \textit{supra} note 4 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{42} SIAARTI, \textit{supra} note 6.
\item \textsuperscript{43} Iserson & Moskop, \textit{Part I, supra} note 8, at 278.
\item \textsuperscript{44} LBREY, \textit{supra} note 14.
\item \textsuperscript{45} Moskop & Iserson, \textit{Part II, supra} note 31, at 285 ("If this practice is justifiable on the basis of greater net benefit, one might ask, would it not also be justifiable to remove multiple organs from an otherwise healthy person, thereby causing that person's death, in order to save the lives of multiple patients in need of organ transplants?").
\item \textsuperscript{46} John M. Taurek, \textit{Should the Numbers Count?}, 6 PHIL. & PUB. AFF. 293, 294 (1977).
\item \textsuperscript{47} Id. at 306–07. But see generally Frances Myrna Kamm, \textit{Equal Treatment and Equal Chances}, 14 PHIL. & PUB. AFF. 177 (1985) (responding to and disagreeing with Taurek).
\item \textsuperscript{48} Nora K. Bell, \textit{Triage in Medical Practices: An Unacceptable Model?}, 15 SOC. SCI. & MED. 151, 154 (1981).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
utilitarian triage is acceptable, even if not morally required, so long as factors other than salvageability of life are excluded.49

But it is not always easy to separate salvageability from suspect factors such as race, gender, and class. For instance, in the 1980s, doctors discovered that the worse the histocompatibility antigens (HLA antigens) match, the more likely the kidney transplant rejection.50 Thus it made sense initially to allocate kidneys based on HLA match; however, “HLA antigens are racially correlated, and the organ donor pool matched one race better than others.”51 Other factors including age, socioeconomic group, and gender also predicted the likelihood of success or rejection.52 Under utilitarianism, “[w]e would give kidneys preferentially to young, white middle-class males.”53 Because of the gross discrimination, the allocation formula was eventually changed.54

Moreover, it is impossible to assess the true utility of a triage decision before making it. Triage can try to maximize lives or life-years, but how well that goal was accomplished is unclear even with hindsight.55 In disaster situations, this may be even truer “since these circumstances may be unfamiliar, chaotic, rapidly changing, and resistant to information gathering.”56 The premise of triage is to quickly sort patients without a comprehensive assessment, and those sorting methods are not fully accurate.57 “[T]riage methods have been found to be only 80% accurate in determining a patient’s needs,”58 let alone whether a patient would ultimately survive if treated.

In disaster situations, scarce resources may necessitate these triage choices. Not everyone can be treated in these extreme situations, and though utilitarian triage is morally precarious, it is a necessary evil to save more lives. The medical professionals

49. Id. at 155.
50. Veatch, supra note 24, at 239.
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id. at 240.
55. Moskop & Iserson, Part II, supra note 31, at 284 (critiquing utilitarian triage on the ground “that it is often very difficult to predict the consequences of one’s actions accurately”).
56. Id.
57. Kennedy et al., supra note 12, at 138.
58. Id.
forced to make those choices did not cause the disaster, and they should not be faulted for doing what they can to save as many lives as they can. That said, giving broad discretion and immunity to medical professionals to triage however they see fit in a given situation may lead to additional evils. Thus, clear triage rules can mitigate the evils of utilitarian triage while providing legal protection to those who are forced to triage patients.

II. UTILITARIAN TRIAGE IN DISASTERS

Utilitarian triage is a last resort; as such, medical professionals should try to maintain an ordinary triage system until a switch to utilitarian triage is absolutely necessary. To do so, emergency planners can implement preventative measures, such as storing more medical resources, adding more hospital beds, training more medical professionals, and refining hospital evacuation procedures. Nevertheless, while we should do what we can to prevent having to switch to utilitarian triage, we cannot afford to ignore its possibility. To help demonstrate what triggers utilitarian triage and its consequences, this Part discusses how utilitarian triage was used during Hurricane Katrina, the development of disaster triage guidelines, and the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

A. Hurricane Katrina and Memorial Hospital

During Hurricane Katrina, Memorial Hospital in New Orleans switched to utilitarian triage after the hospital’s generators stopped working. Too few Coast Guard helicopters were available to evacuate all the patients, and the helipad was five flights of stairs away from the patients in critical need. The doctors and nurses triaged the patients into three categories. Category 1 would be evacuated first—these were those in the best relative health—

59. Id. at 140 (“It is usually advisable to adhere to the normal everyday routine as far as possible while accepting that some modifications will be necessary.”).


61. Id.

62. Id.

63. Id.

64. Id.
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was next.  Category 3 would be evacuated last, if ever, and it included those who were the most ill and who had “do not resuscitate” orders.  Forty-five people died in Memorial Hospital—“more than from any comparable-size hospital in the drowned city.”

Memorial Hospital’s Katrina legacy goes beyond its utilitarian triage decisions. Four of the deaths were ruled homicides. Investigators believed that Memorial Hospital staff injected at least some of the Category 3 patients with lethal doses of drugs. Dr. Ann Pou was arrested for these homicides, but the grand jury did not indict her. After the charges were dropped, Dr. Pou admitted in a Newsweek article that she administered these injections with the intent to help ease patients’ pain. She explained: “The intention was to help the patients that were having pain and sedate the patients who were anxious. That was it. Reverse triage meant the sickest would be the last to be triaged. We didn’t know how much longer they would be there.”

She compared it to giving morphine to relieve the pain of a dying cancer patient: though the morphine may speed up the death, “usually disease and illness . . . is responsible for [the] patient’s death.” Dr. John Thiele, who also injected Category 3 patients, told a reporter that by giving these drugs to these patients, he did intend for them to die, but while it went against “every fiber in [his] body,” he believed what he did was right.

The injections were not part of the actual triage, but they do illuminate the question that follows utilitarian triage: What, if anything, should medical professionals do for the patients who will

65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Though only four deaths were ruled homicides, “it appear[ed] that at least 17 patients were injected with morphine or the sedative midazolam, or both, after a long-awaited rescue effort was at last emptying the hospital.” Id.
70. Dr. Ann Pou was not the only staff member involved with the injections, but she was the only one arrested. Id.
71. Id.
73. Id. (quoting Dr. Ann Pou).
74. Id. (quoting Dr. Ann Pou).
75. Fink, supra note 60.
likely die as a consequence of triage? This Note does not attempt to answer that question, but it is important to understand what choices will follow the switch to utilitarian triage.76

Things escalated quickly at Memorial Hospital. On Sunday, the New Orleans mayor ordered mandatory evacuation in anticipation of Hurricane Katrina.77 Monday morning the power went out.78 Wednesday morning the generators failed.79 And on Thursday, the Category 3 patients were injected.80 To survive, patients would have needed to be evacuated by helicopter or for the generators or power to come back on.81 None of these scenarios seemed likely under the circumstances, and even if evacuation was possible, Category 3 patients’ health statuses were such that they may not have survived an arduous evacuation.82 So to maximize life, Memorial Hospital’s staff prioritized those who had the best chance at surviving through evacuation.

B. Development of Triage Guidelines for Disasters

After Hurricane Katrina and the arrest of Dr. Pou, New York health officials began to think about what its doctors should do if faced with triage decisions.83 They used hypothetical influenza pandemic scenarios to work through triage problems.84 In these pandemic simulations, the officials had to grapple with the state’s short supply of ventilators.85 Of course, the officials also recommended that New York purchase more ventilators (which it did) and develop ways to “stretch supply” such as canceling

76. After Hurricane Katrina, Louisiana adopted immunity laws for doctors who triaged patients during a disaster. The National Academy of Medicine has interpreted this law to not immunize doctors from liability for intentionally “hastening” death. INST. OF MED. OF THE NAT’L ACAD., CRISIS STANDARDS OF CARE: A SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK FOR CATASTROPHIC DISASTER RESPONSE, 1-78 (2012) (“[N]either the law nor ethics support the intentional hastening of death, even in a crisis.”).
77. SHERI FINK, FIVE DAYS AT MEMORIAL 29 (2013).
78. Fink, supra note 60.
79. Fink, supra note 77, at 5.
80. Fink, supra note 60.
81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Fink, supra note 77, at 452.
84. Id. at 452–53.
85. Id. at 453.
elective surgeries if simulated scenarios were to really happen.\textsuperscript{86} Even so, the officials knew then that these “two measures alone would not be nearly enough to meet demand in the most dire scenario.”\textsuperscript{87} So they created “rationing plans.”\textsuperscript{88}

New York’s “Ventilator Allocation Guidelines” have since been updated, most recently in 2015.\textsuperscript{89} The goal of the guidelines is utilitarian: “to save the most lives in an influenza pandemic where there are a limited number of available ventilators.”\textsuperscript{90} Under the guidelines, “[p]atients with the highest likelihood of survival \textit{without} medical intervention, along with patients with the smallest likelihood of survival \textit{with} medical intervention, have the \textit{lowest} level of access to ventilator therapy.”\textsuperscript{91} For adults, there are three steps to the triage process:\textsuperscript{92}

\textbf{Step 1 – Exclusion Criteria}: A patient is screened for exclusion criteria, and if s/he has a medical condition on the exclusion criteria list, the patient is not eligible for ventilator therapy. Instead, a patient receives alternative forms of medical intervention and/or palliative care.\ldots

\textbf{Step 2 – Mortality Risk Assessment Using SOFA (Sequential Organ Failure Assessment)}: A patient is assessed using SOFA, which may be used as a proxy for mortality risk. A triage officer/committee examines clinical data from Steps 1 and 2 and allocates ventilators according to a patient’s SOFA score.\ldots

\textbf{Step 3 – Time Trials}: Periodic clinical assessments at 48 and 120 hours using SOFA are conducted on a patient who has begun ventilator therapy to evaluate whether s/he continues with the treatment. The decision whether a patient remains on a ventilator is based on his/her SOFA score and the magnitude of change in

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{86} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{87} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{88} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{90} \textit{Id.} at 12. While the COVID-19 pandemic is not an influenza pandemic, the ventilator guidelines would still apply.
  \item \textsuperscript{91} \textit{Id.} (emphasis in original).
  \item \textsuperscript{92} The guidelines differ slightly for children, but the color code system as later described is the same. \textit{See id.} at 82–156.
\end{itemize}
the SOFA score compared to the results from the previous official clinical assessment.

These steps are used to then color code the patients: blue, yellow, red, or green. The blue patients are the “worst off” patients who, under a standard triage system, would be treated first, but under these utilitarian guidelines, will not receive ventilators and may lose their ventilators if they had them before being reassigned blue. The yellow patients have intermediate priority because “their likelihood of survival is intermediate and/or uncertain.” They too could lose their ventilators. The red patients have top priority for ventilators “because they are most likely to recover with treatment.” Triage officers may take a ventilator from a blue or a yellow patient and give it to an incoming red patient. Green patients do not need ventilators and thus are mostly irrelevant to the difficult triage questions. A patient is automatically blue if he or she has an exclusionary condition, meaning any medical condition “associated with immediate or near-immediate mortality even with aggressive therapy.” The color code is reassessed as treatment proceeds.

Triaging might be necessary even among the color codes. Not every red is guaranteed a ventilator. Who among the yellow patients gets a ventilator first? Who loses his or her ventilator first? After considering a variety of options, New York officials decided on a lottery system for eligible patients, with the exception that a child would get, or keep, a ventilator over an adult in the same category.

These guidelines do not take into consideration patients’ occupations, social or familial statuses, or ages (with the exception of the separate guidelines for children). In theory, medical factors

93. Id. at 6.
94. Id. at 6–7.
95. Id. at 7.
96. Id.
97. Id.
98. Id.
99. Id.
100. Id. at 14.
101. Id. at 59, 64, 66 (translating SOFA scores from step 2 and changes from step 3 into color codes).
102. Id. at 7.
103. Id. at 44–46.
are all that matter for assessment, though other factors may indirectly have weight in how they affect the medical factors.\textsuperscript{104} The task force specifically contemplated prioritizing healthcare workers and first responders but ultimately did not do so in any iteration of the guidelines in part because it was too difficult to determine who is a healthcare worker.\textsuperscript{105} Regarding status, the task force said that such triage criteria “are biased by personal values and raise concerns about biases and unfair discrimination.”\textsuperscript{106} And “to exclude older adults discriminates against the elderly, especially where there is a greater likelihood that the advanced-aged patient will survive.”\textsuperscript{107} Age may of course affect the person’s overall health, but New York’s approach rejects the idea of prioritizing “life-years” over lives.\textsuperscript{108}

Under the guidelines, a triage officer or committee should be insulated from knowing the patients they are triaging.\textsuperscript{109} The New York task force that wrote the guidelines included doctors, lawyers, scholars, health administrators, and religious leaders.\textsuperscript{110} For a while, New York considered involving community members through focus groups, but those focus groups never happened.\textsuperscript{111}

A New York hospital came close to having to use these guidelines during Superstorm Sandy.\textsuperscript{112} Flooding was predicted to wipe out the hospital’s backup generators, so if there was a power outage, nearly fifty ICU patients would be completely dependent on a single generator located in the building next door that was better protected from the flooding.\textsuperscript{113} That generator could support only six electrical outlets, and there were around fifty patients who relied on electric-powered equipment.\textsuperscript{114} Doctors, hospital ethicists, and nurses formed an ad hoc committee and came up with a

\textsuperscript{104} Id.; see infra notes 192–194 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{105} Id. at 44–45. The task force also reasoned that healthcare workers who were receiving treatment could not at the same time treat patients and that many other people faced significant health risks because of their non-health-related occupations.
\textsuperscript{106} Id. at 46.
\textsuperscript{107} Id. at 45.
\textsuperscript{108} Id.; cf. SIAARTI, supra note 6; Sunstein, supra note 40.
\textsuperscript{109} VENTILATOR ALLOCATION GUIDELINES, supra note 89, at 37–38.
\textsuperscript{110} Id. at i–ii.
\textsuperscript{111} FINK, supra note 77, at 464.
\textsuperscript{112} Id. at 462–63.
\textsuperscript{113} Id. at 452.
\textsuperscript{114} Id.
priority list based on the New York guidelines. Fortunately, the hospital was able to evacuate all of its patients just in time.

New York’s guidelines became a template for other states when federal agencies began conditioning disaster preparedness grants on having disaster triage guidelines. But the guidelines largely “have not been publicized, perhaps out of fears of how the public will react; even many medical professionals aren’t aware that their states or hospitals have them in place.” That is until the COVID-19 pandemic.

The COVID-19 pandemic has prompted states to review their disaster triage guidelines and adjust them to focus on COVID-19. This has brought new public attention to the guidelines. Below is a small sample—not a comprehensive survey—of the guidelines:

---

115. Id. at 462.
116. See Rachel Z. Arndt, Five Years After Superstorm Sandy, NYC Hospitals May Be as Ready as Houston’s Were for Harvey, MOD. HEALTHCARE (Sept. 9, 2017, 1:00 AM), https://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20170909/NEWS/170909889/five-years-after-superstorm-sandy-nyc-hospitals-may-be-as-ready-as-houston-s-were-for-harvey.
117. FINK, supra note 77, at 457.
118. Id. at 464.
States commonly have exclusionary criteria. Often these include terminal cancers and organ failures. Minnesota’s list of exclusionary criteria also includes severe chronic lung disease and cirrhosis. Louisiana’s and Utah’s lists include severe dementia and advanced neuromuscular diseases, such as multiple sclerosis and Lou Gehrig’s disease.

By contrast, Pennsylvania rejects using the term “exclusion criteria” altogether because it “may be interpreted by the public that some groups are ‘not worth saving.’” In Arizona, age is technically excluded from the analysis; however, the likelihood that the patient would die within one to five years is weighted.

---


122. See sources cited supra note 121.

123. MINN. DEPT’O F HEALTH, supra note 121.

124. LA. DEPT’O F HEALTH, supra note 121; UTAH HOSP. ASS’N & UTAH DEPT’O F HEALTH, supra note 121.


Utah has a point system: the lower the total score, the higher the priority for treatment.\textsuperscript{127} It takes into account age, health score, estimated survival, and pregnancy.\textsuperscript{128}

Alabama’s protocol gives those with severe mental disabilities lower priority.\textsuperscript{129}

\section*{C. The COVID-19 Disaster Triage Threat}

Part of the state and federal response to the COVID-19 pandemic has been aimed at preventing the overwhelming of hospitals and avoiding the switch to disaster triage.\textsuperscript{130} Throughout the pandemic, there has been close monitoring of hospitals’ capacities.\textsuperscript{131} The threat of switching to disaster triage is not fictitious even though it has to this point during the pandemic been avoided in the United States.

In Italy, because of the coronavirus pandemic, “[r]egular doctors . . . suddenly shift[ed] to wartime footing.”\textsuperscript{132} The mayor of Bergamo, one of the cities in the heavily hit Lombardy region, said that the number of patients had overwhelmed the system, “forc[ing] the doctors to decide not to intubate some very old patients.”\textsuperscript{133} Dr. Flavia Petrini, the president of SIAARTI, explained that the SIAARTI triage guidelines are needed “[i]n a context of
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grave shortage of health resources.” 134 After Italy centralized communication coming out of this region, doctors and nurses stopped openly discussing what triage decisions they faced in the hospitals, and officials maintained that all patients have received care, though they admitted this pandemic has been like war and that they may have to compare and prioritize patients differently. 135 While we know little for sure yet about the extent to which Italy employed utilitarian triage, the SIAARTI guidelines make clear that when the number of patients who need intensive care and ventilators surpasses the resources, then emergency departments will need to turn away patients who have a lower chance of living and who have fewer years left to live if they do survive. 136 The guidelines report that approximately ten percent of all infected patients need intensive care and ventilation, and intensive care means two to three weeks in the hospital. 137 This puts a tremendous amount of strain on the local healthcare systems.

Italy has 3.2 hospital beds per 1,000 people, slightly more than the United States’ 2.8 beds per 1,000 people. 138 By contrast, South Korea has 12 beds per 1,000 people, and China has 4.3 beds per 1,000 people. 139 Thus to stave off the triage dilemma in the present or future pandemics, the United States needs more beds and less demand for those beds. Flattening the curve gets at lowering the demand, and states have made efforts to get more beds. 140 For

134. Id. (quoting Flavia Petrini).
135. Id.
136. SIAARTI, supra note 6, at 5.
137. Id. at 4; Horowitz, supra note 3.
138. William Wan, Ariana Eunjung Cha & Lena H. Sun, This Is the Coronavirus Math That Has Experts So Worried: Running Out of Ventilators, Hospital Beds, WASH. POST (Mar. 13, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2020/03/13/coronavirus-numbers-we-really-should-be-worried-about/. Early on, the United States’ rise in cases seemed very similar to Italy’s rate, so the two countries were regularly compared. However, the rates have since diverged with the United States surpassing Italy’s number of confirmed cases. Dylan Scott & Rani Molla, How the US Stacks Up to Other Countries in Confirmed Coronavirus Cases, VOX, https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2020/3/13/21178289/confirmed-coronavirus-cases-us-countries-italy-iran-singapore-hong-kong (May 11, 2020, 9:25 AM).
139. Wan et al., supra note 138.
instance, the Department of Defense ordered the Navy to activate two hospital ships, each with a 1,000-bed capacity. However, these efforts may not be enough: one study predicted that if 40 percent of adults were infected by COVID-19, then hospitals “[i]n 40 percent of markets around the country . . . would not be able to make enough room for all the patients . . . even if they could empty their beds of other patients.”

As for ventilators, the United States had an estimated 160,000 available before the pandemic started. On March 17, the Pentagon announced it would make an additional 2,000 ventilators available from its stockpile. A New York task force in 2015 found that there were a total of 9,150 ventilators in the state and only 2,800 of those were available. In a pandemic like the 1918 Spanish Flu, roughly “18,600 New York patients would need ventilators each week at the peak.” Of course, the two pandemics are not the same. But with ventilator shortages in Italy, it was not hard to imagine a similar shortage here at the start of the pandemic. Such shortages are a top concern for officials, though most do not say what they would do if they ran out. In March, New York doctor Akshay Ganju said he was nervously preparing for the worst: “the possibility that at some point [he is] going to have to look a

status/1245449789204021259 (“Elmhurst hospital in this short period grew from 29 ICU beds to 111. That is incredible work by staff there.”).
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daughter in the eye and tell her [he does not] have a ventilator for her father.”149

Sharing across state lines may be a partial solution,150 but given the length of time patients may require these resources and the nationwide spread, a state with fewer cases and more resources will likely be reluctant to give away what it soon might need itself.151

New York is not the only state to face the threat of disaster triage. For instance, in July 2020, hospitals in Starr County, Texas, were so full that the county created a committee to determine the likelihood that COVID-19 patients in its overwhelmed hospital would die.152 Those who had a high likelihood of death would be sent home.153 Then near the end October 2020, Utah hospitals prepared to switch to a utilitarian triage system as cases dramatically rose in the state and hospital capacity filled.154

149. Rosenthal & Goldstein, supra note 145 (quoting Dr. Akshay Ganju).
150. Indeed, some sharing between states has happened. See, e.g., Kathleen Ronayne, California Lends 500 Ventilators to 4 States, 2 Territories, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Apr. 6, 2020), https://apnews.com/b38c03868dc5742a874c52602854a1b1; Washington State Returns Ventilators for Use in New York, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Apr. 5, 2020), https://apnews.com/8534d44e2d91837f16c6ada543a607utm_source=Twitter&utm_campaign=SocialFlow&utm_medium=APWestRegion; Talal Ansari & Allison Prang, Nurses Travel From Coronavirus Hot Spot to Hot Spot, From New York to Texas, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 9, 2020, 12:00 PM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/nurses-travel-from-coronavirus-hot-spot-to-hot-spot-from-new-york-to-texas-11596988800?mod=e2tw; Andrew Cuomo (@NYGovCuomo), TWITTER (Apr. 15, 2020, 11:19 AM), https://twitter.com/NYGovCuomo/status/1250473835121520640 (“In our hour of need, other states stepped up to help us. We promised we would do the same. We will be sending 100 ventilators to Michigan and 50 ventilators to Maryland.”).
151. See Moskop & Iserson, Part II, supra note 31, at 284 (“An initial question, however, is whether the triage officer’s focus should be on those patients needing care at a particular time, or on all of the patients projected to need care, both now and in the near future.”).
153. See sources cited in supra note 152. At the time of this Note’s publication, nothing suggests that any patients from this hospital had been sent home to die.
In pandemic situations, whether COVID-19 or another, surges of patients requiring hospital beds, ventilators, medical staff, and other resources may push hospitals to the point of utilitarian triage. National and local governments, health agencies, hospitals, and other stakeholders, including the public, should take steps to protect healthcare resources and prevent surges, but when the system is overwhelmed, there is no choice but to triage patients— the choice becomes whether to stick to the status quo of treating the most ill or whether to prioritize those with better chances of recovery.

III. UTILITARIAN TRIAGE AND THE LAW

The states’ guidelines are not legally binding and offer minimal, if any, legal protection. With only minor exceptions, disaster triage is left untreated by the law. Should hospitals or medical professionals resolve to triage their patients, even in adherence to existing guidelines, they would be vulnerable to civil suits and possibly even criminal charges. There must be greater legal clarity for patients and for medical professionals about what will happen when hospitals face disaster triage decisions. Laws should specify that during a disaster where utilitarian triage is needed to maximize number of lives saved, medical professionals should triage their patients on the sole basis of patients’ health in respect to the current disaster. These laws would provide legal protection to medical professionals who implemented these measures.

A. Risk of Liability

A variety of medical malpractice claims could be levied against triage decisionmakers in the absence of immunity or clear legal direction about how to triage.

First, under the general theory of malpractice, a plaintiff could claim that the medical professionals failed to act as a reasonable

---


155. See Moskop & Iserson, Part II, supra note 31, at 282 (“Failing to act due to moral uncertainty is unacceptable, however, since inaction is often the worst of the available options.”).

156. After the events at Memorial Hospital and the arrest of Dr. Pou, Louisiana did adopt a statute protecting medical professionals from liability for following “triage protocol” during a disaster. La. Stat. Ann. § 29:735.1 (2006). See also infra Section III.A.
professional would act under the same circumstances. Under everyday circumstances, utilitarian triage would not be permitted, but disaster scenarios that compel these decisions are exceptionally rare and raise the question of what would be reasonable for doctors to do in these unique contexts. Even where there are formal guidelines on utilitarian triage, those guidelines do not offer a complete defense to suit. New York’s guidelines expressly state that without legislation to make following the guidelines a defense, any hospital or doctor who follows the guidelines is vulnerable to malpractice claims.\footnote{157}{VENTILATOR ALLOCATION GUIDELINES, supra note 89, at 8–9 (“Voluntary guidelines issued by the Department of Health for ventilator allocation provide evidence for an acceptable modified medical standard of care during the dire circumstances of a pandemic. However, there is no guarantee that a court will accept adherence to the Guidelines as a defense . . . .”).}

Survey data shows that doctors approve of utilitarian triage in disasters at a much greater rate than laypersons.\footnote{158}{Veatch, supra note 24, at 238–40; see also FINK, supra note 77, at 469.} This heightens the risk that a jury of such laypersons would not accept the defense that under the disaster circumstances, this was a reasonable decision. Hindsight bias may also favor the plaintiff over the defendant medical professionals. For example, if helicopters come to evacuate patients just hours after doctors decide to end life-saving treatment for a patient in critical condition,\footnote{159}{“One of the greatest tragedies of what happened at Memorial may well be that the plan to inject patients went ahead at precisely the time when the helicopters at last arrived in force, expanding the available resources.” FINK, supra note 77, at 471.} hindsight bias may make it difficult for the jury to assess reasonableness of the decision at the time it was made.

Utilitarian triage could also lead to successful abandonment claims. Physicians have a duty to continue necessary treatment, and can be sued for abandonment if they discontinue necessary treatment without consent.\footnote{160}{See, e.g., King v. Zakaria, 634 S.E.2d 444 (Ga. Ct. App. 2006); Granek v. Tex. State Bd. Med. Exam’rs, 172 S.W.3d 761 (Tex. App. 2005); Johnson v. Vaughn, 370 S.W.2d 591 (Ky. 1963).}

The authorities are uniform in holding that where a physician is employed to attend a patient, it is his duty to exercise reasonable and ordinary care and skill in determining when to discontinue
his treatment, and for a failure to exercise such skill he is liable for any damage caused thereby.\textsuperscript{161}

Palliative care—that is, care focused on relieving symptoms and providing comfort\textsuperscript{162}—in place of curative care might be enough to stem off abandonment claims, but it is far from a surety. Moreover, if the disaster is such that there are not enough medical professionals to treat the influx of patients, even palliative care may be foregone in utilitarian triage.

Removal of life-supporting mechanisms without patient or guardian consent is basis for a wrongful death claim against the hospital and individuals responsible for the removal.\textsuperscript{163} Even when treatment is futile, consent is required.\textsuperscript{164}

The above claims would be available only to existing patients. Federal law does mandate hospitals to accept all patients but only to point of capacity.\textsuperscript{165} However, state laws may not make such an exception. For example, New York City general hospitals are required under state law to “provide emergency medical care and treatment to all persons in need of such care and treatment who arrive at the entrance to such hospital therefor.”\textsuperscript{166} Failure to adhere is a misdemeanor.\textsuperscript{167} The assumption is that New York City general hospitals will never exceed capacity, and thus should treat all who need care.

Homicide charges are also on the table. Though the grand jury chose not to indict Dr. Pou, her arrest and the investigation of Memorial Hospital are evidence that medical professionals cannot be certain that their decisions—particularly those that have the


\textsuperscript{164} There is great debate about medical futility cases. See generally Meir Katz, When Is Medical Care “Futile”? The Institutional Competence of the Medical Profession Regarding the Provision of Life-Sustaining Medical Care, 90 NEB. L. REV. 1 (2011).

\textsuperscript{165} Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1395dd.

\textsuperscript{166} N.Y. PUB. HEALTH LAW § 2805-b (2019) (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{167} Id.
effect of accelerating a patient’s death—will not lead to criminal prosecutions for homicide.

After Hurricane Katrina, Louisiana passed laws that limit the civil and criminal liability for triage decisions in disasters.168 Medical personnel are not liable “as a result of an evacuation or treatment or failed evacuation or treatment conducted in accordance with disaster medicine protocol and at the direction of military or government authorities.”169 Disaster medicine protocol is the “recognized triage process” for “when the number of patients exceeds the normal medical capacities, facilities and personnel.”170 As for criminal liability, Louisiana has created a panel review process to determine whether the medical personnel acted in good faith and advise prosecutors whether criminal charges are appropriate.171

B. Necessary Action

Because of the uncertainty surrounding triage decisions and their accompanying liability, states need to act to clarify by statute what their triage standards are and to eliminate liability for following those standards.

1. Why healthcare workers should receive immunity for following triage guidelines

Under current law, medical professionals who use triage guidelines face legal jeopardy, even though state policymakers wrote, or commissioned, those guidelines. Every state has guidelines, though of varying specificity, yet states generally do not provide legal protections for following these guidelines since they are not law.

There must be statutory provisions recognizing the grim reality of disaster triage and formally adopting a triage strategy—utilitarian or otherwise. Adhering to guidelines is only one of three key reasons for immunity.

170. Id.
The second reason is that the medical professionals who are triaging and treating patients are in crisis mode. The emotional burden of these choices on top of the extreme stress that these disasters place on health workers cannot be estimated.172

Finally, the third reason is that the conditions that lead to these dilemmas often are, at least in part, preventable by other actors. Blame for how hospitals ration ventilators cannot be severed from blame for why hospitals must ration. Governments’ policy decisions—whether about levies, hospital generators, disaster evacuation planning, stockpiling, stay-at-home orders, mask mandates, etc.—invariably mitigate or aggravate disasters, so those policymakers are at least partly responsible for the triage decisions happening in the first place.173

2. Why triage criteria should be adopted by politically accountable leaders

While each state has some form of soft triage guidelines, politically accountable leaders still need to formally adopt those

---


guidelines into law or replace them with other lawfully enacted triage criteria.¹⁷⁴

Triage theory may be less about science than it is about values.¹⁷⁵ Studies suggest that utilitarian triage may in some instances fail to meet its goal of saving more lives,¹⁷⁶ which means that though utilitarian triage may be premised on saving more lives, in practice it may be more about saving which lives. These value decisions need to have political consequences and be subject to change based on public input.

Calls for formal legislation have been made for years.¹⁷⁷ For example, the New York Task Force has consistently called for legislation to mitigate liability since the inception of the guidelines.¹⁷⁸ But there is political reluctance. After all, articulating a preference for a triage method has a high political cost, and disaster triage is so rare that it may not seem worth that cost.¹⁷⁹ However, COVID-19 may increase political momentum to resolve this in the coming years just as Hurricane Katrina prompted Louisiana to adopt its immunity laws.

When policymakers actually grapple with these decisions, there is an added bonus to public health: recognition of hospital resources and disaster plans. Recognition of scarcity will likely prompt state legislatures and agencies to take more mitigation

¹⁷⁴. Disaster triage guidelines are typically utilitarian, but that does not mean that state legislators and agencies would necessarily adopt utilitarian triage if they faced the issue. Research shows that laypersons are far more likely to reject utilitarian triage altogether than medical professionals. Veatch, supra note 24, at 238–40; see also Fink, supra note 77, at 469. But see Sunstein, supra note 40, at 104 (arguing that laypersons’ judgments “are frequently based on confusion, ignorance, and selective attention” and so should be used only to a certain extent).

¹⁷⁵. Fink, supra note 77, at 468.


¹⁷⁷. See, e.g., Fink, supra note 60 (discussing Dr. Pou’s advocacy for legal reform); Ventilator Allocation Guidelines, supra note 89, at 4.


¹⁷⁹. Political opponents may allege that the other is creating or is responsible for “death panels.” See Michelle Goldberg, Opinion, Here Come the Death Panels, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 23, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/opinion/coronavirus-hospital-shortage.html.
efforts so as to avoid the triage dilemma. If the goal is to save more lives, preventative steps will be more effective than triage:

What will save more lives in an overwhelming emergency probably won’t be refining how a set number of patients is triaged, essentially shuffling the same deck of cards so that different numbers and suits come up on top. What will save more lives will be doing everything possible to avoid having to deal the hand, by taking steps to minimize the need to compromise standards, and promote the ability to rebound as quickly as possible to normalcy.

3. What factors policymakers should consider in developing triage guidelines

A host of factors could potentially weigh into the triage calculation directly or indirectly: comparative ages, familial status, occupation, social status, quality of life, wealth, race, “Do Not Resuscitate” orders, and present health status. Ultimately, this is a choice about whose life is more worth saving. We do not all assign equal weight to these factors, and different factors have different legal implications. While I believe disaster triage decisions should be made based solely on the comparative medical status of the patients, such as SOFA scores, it is important to consider, even if only to reject, the other potential factors.

Italy’s guidelines, as mentioned before, adopt a policy that explicitly prioritizes the young over the old. Professor Sunstein has argued that “[o]ther things being equal, many years should be chosen over few.” He further explained that this calculation of “decently-livable life-years should be adjusted upward when the costs of risk avoidance are especially high, and adjusted downward when the costs of risk avoidance are especially low.” The cost of risk avoidance in the utilitarian triage context is the estimated amount of resources it would take to preserve the patient’s life relative to the life-years of other patients that would otherwise be preserved by those same resources.

180. See supra notes 83–88 and accompanying text.
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There are significant problems with an approach focused on prioritizing the young over the old. While age discrimination is reviewed under only the rational basis standard and thus almost certainly allowable under the Fourteenth Amendment, it is still morally questionable to say that the life of a younger person is worth saving over the life of an older person even if the math bears out. After Katrina, Maryland officials brought focus groups, sampling the general population, to discuss what triage rules there should be for disasters. They grappled with the age question, and while some people felt strongly that age should factor in, others had different perspectives. As one person explained, “If a significant generation, if the senior citizens were cut in half, that would alter our society.” The elderly have value inherent to their individuality and humanity, but they also have value to all of us—as family members, as community members, as part of our shared social fabric.

Social value is impossible to quantify in any non-biased way, and that is also true of “quality of life.” That said, social value as defined by wealth is calculated for purposes of wrongful death actions. Even if initially there is some consensus on broad beliefs that some people are more important to save than others (and there may not be any such consensus), where should the line be drawn? Some moral discomfort is inevitable in any disaster triage decision, but basing that decision on a “score” derived from social value and quality of life is more problematic given the moral and scientific uncertainty about which and how different factors should be weighed.

Calculations of social utility may have the effect of further harming already disadvantaged populations. Of course, there is a real risk that even with triage rules that explicitly reject looking to

187. Fink, supra note 77, at 467–68.
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191. See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. §§ 52-225d, 52-572h.
these factors, certain disadvantaged populations may be harmed. For instance, people of color and those in lower socioeconomic populations have disparately worse health as compared to white people and those in higher socioeconomic populations. Moreover, persons of color generally receive lower quality medical care. During the COVID-19 pandemic, people of color have contracted the virus and died at higher rates than white people.


Occupation as a determinative factor is problematic in much the same way as social status, but there may be additional justifications for it. One of the goals in military utilitarian triage is to return able soldiers to the battlefield as soon as possible. Perhaps under similar logic, emergency workers should be given priority.

What about doing what Memorial Hospital did regarding patients with “Do Not Resuscitate” orders? Are these orders in anyway patients’ election to move down the list for saving resources? No. “[These] orders reflect foresight and personal preferences about end-of-life planning . . . .” They do not accurately reflect the likelihood of surviving with current treatment, and they are not consent to have current treatment stopped.

Each state should consider these and other factors carefully in determining their own triage legislation and regulations. However, because of the biases innate in determining the weight of certain factors, I believe these triage decisions should be done blindly—to the greatest extent possible under the circumstances—based solely on the comparative medical status of the patients, such as SOFA scores. Disparate treatment on the bases of age, gender, disability, race will inadvertently happen under such a framework. However, the pressures innate to disaster triage scenarios restrict ability to solve those inequalities. These decisions are made under intense time pressure and require the comparison of individuals rather than classes. Health care inequality should certainly be addressed and corrected, and decreasing health care inequality in the everyday world will decrease the disparate effects in utilitarian disaster triage. But utilitarian disaster triage itself does not provide workable options to correct those inequalities—not if the goal is to save as many lives as possible.

CONCLUSION

The focus of this Note is medical triage, but it would be amiss to ignore the relationship between triage and other ethical issues.

195. Repine, supra note 28, at 506; Iserson & Moskop, Part I, supra note 8, at 277 (explaining that during World War II the U.S. military gave limited doses of penicillin to soldiers with gonorrhea instead of giving it to soldiers with infected wounds because the soldiers with gonorrhea could more quickly return to action).

196. FINK, supra note 77, at 470.
In the COVID-19 pandemic, some of the related issues include inequities in diagnostic testing, access to healthcare, and vaccine distribution and also inequities in who bears the cost of loosening restrictions. Underlying these issues are many of the same ethical problems underlying triage. Parallels can also be drawn outside of the pandemic context. In a world of limited resources, there will always be choices about who should sacrifice.

Triage is a necessity even if it is fraught with the most challenging of moral questions. Disaster circumstances might prompt a switch from ordinary triage where the most severe patients are treated first to utilitarian triage where the most severe patients are treated last, if at all. States need to recognize the reality of disaster triage and adopt immunity laws based on rules carefully considered by democratically accountable policymakers. It is always best to take preventative measures first, but when disasters force the issue of triage, we need legal certainty about what comes next.